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We show how, for nonlinear equations satisfying certain symmetry conditions, 
the determining equations reduce for solutions taken in some invariant subspace. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a companion article [I] we have shown how one can generalize the results 
of Hale [2] about systems of nonlinear equations having the so-called property E. 
The generalization was in the direction of arbitrary nonlinear equations between 
Banach spaces, and the assumption on the property E was replaced by a hypo- 
thesis on the existence of some (finite) groups of symmetry operators, commuting 
in a certain way with the operators appearing in the nonlinear equation. The 
main results were on the symmetry properties of the operators appearing in the 
formulation of the alternative problem, and, as a consequence, on the reduced 
determining equations for symmetric solutions, that is, solutions remaining 
invariant under the symmetry operators considered. 
Another contribution in this direction was given very recently by Stokes [3]. 
The point of view of this author is more on invariant subspaces than on sym- 
metry, and his hypotheses are expressed in terms of projection operators on 
invariant subspaces, rather than in terms of symmetry operators. He also obtains 
some reduced determining equations for solutions in the invariant subspace. 
There is a close relationship between these two points of view, as we will show 
further on. In [I], we have constructed a projection operator on the subspace, 
which remains invariant for the symmetry operators. This projection has, 
among others, the properties assumed by Stokes. On the other hand, some of the 
assumptions made by Stokes, namely, those of his Lemma 1, imply the existence 
of symmetry groups, having some of the properties assumed in [I]. It is this 
intermediate set of hypotheses that we will assume here. The results obtained 
are again on the reduction of the determining equations for some special solu- 
tions, having symmetry properties, which may, however, differ from the inva- 
riance used in [I]. 
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2. THE HYPOTHESES 
We consider the nonlinear equation 
Lx = Nx @*I) 
between the Banach spaces X and 2, where we assume that: 
(i) L: domL C X-+ 2 is linear; 
(ii) N: X 4 2 is not necessarily linear. 
Under the hypothesis. 
(Hl) There exist projections P: X --j X and Q: 2 --f Z such that: 
kerL=ImP and ImL = kerQ; (2.2) 
it is easy to prove that L has a right inverse Kp , such that: 
LK,=I on ImL, (2.3) 
K&=I-P on dam L. (2.4) 
Equation (2.1) then becomes equivalent to: 
x=Px+K,(I-Q)Nx, (2.5a) 
QNx = 0. (2.5b) 
Now we assume some additional symmetry properties for L and N. We first 
consider the hypotheses made in [l] : 
(H2) There exist two homomorphous, finite groups of linear, continuous 
operators: 
and 
9 = {S, 1 &: x+x, i = l,..., n} 
9* = {St* 1 si*: z+ z, i = I,..., ?r} 
such that: 
(i) dom L is symmetric for the operators &: 
$(dom L) = dom L (i = l,..., n); 
(ii) LS, = si*L (i = l,..., n). 
(H3) For the groups 9 and B* from (H2), we have: 
NSi = &“N (i = l,..., ?z). 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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It was shown in [l] that (H2) implies that one can choose P and Q in (HI) in 
such a way that they commute with Si, respectively, Si*. One only has to 
replace P and Q by the projections: 
and Qs = $ $’ S~-lQSi* 
a=1 
(2.8) 
having the same properties as P and Q. When P and Q are chosen in such a 
symmetric way, it also follows that the corresponding right inverse KP of L 
satisfies: 
KpSi* = S,K, (i = l,..., ?z). (2.9) 
Then, the operators 
Y=+~Si resp. 9* +Yi* (2.10) 
z z 
project X, resp. 2, on their subspaces of elements, remaining invariant for the 
operators S, , resp. S,*: 
x=Yxc-x=s~x (i = l,..., n) for x EX, 
z = 9*z 0 z = si*z (i = l,..., 72) for zEZ. 
These projections satisfy the following commutation relations: 
LY = 9-L, Ps@ = YP, QY* = 9-Q, Kp9”* = YK, 
while also, from (H3): 
Y*NY = NY, on X 
or, equivalently: 




These relations strongly resemble the hypotheses made by Stokes [3]. He assu- 
med : 
(H4) There exist projections 9’: X-t X and Y*: Z-+ 2, such that: 
(9 YP = PY, Y*Q = QY*, (2.14) 
(ii) L(dom L n Im 9’) C Im Y*, 
N(Im 9) C Im Y*. 
(2.15) 
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It is clear that (H2) and (H3) imply (H4), with Sp and Y* given by (2.10). 
Inversely, when we have (H4), we can construct symmetry groups B = {Z, S> 
and G?* = {I*, S*}, with: 
s:x-tx, xk+sx=.4px-(z-.Tqx, 
(2.16) 
s*: z+ z, x t+ s*x = 9*x - (I* - Y”*) x. 
Then S and S* commute with P, resp. Q, but it is not possible in general to 
prove (2.6) and (2.7). One only has: 
LSP = Y*LY'e-(x = Yx *Lx = Y*Lx)o(x = Sx =-Lx = S*Lx) (2.17) 
and 
NY = sP”N9’ e (x = Yx =+. Nx = Y*Nx) o (x = Sx a Nx = S*Nx). 
(2.18) 
Also the commutation relation with Kp , (2.9), does not remain valid in general. 
As we want to maintain this relation for use in subsequent development, we 
will consider another hypothesis, also suggested by Stokes: 
(H5) There exist projections 9: X-t X and Y*: Z + Z such that: 
LY=Y"L on dom L (2.19) 
and 
NP’=Y*NSJ on X. (2.20) 
Constructing the groups 3 and $Y* as given by (2.16), (H2) is satisfied. Possibly 
by replacing P and Q by 
Ps = &[P + SPS] and Qs = $[Q + S*QS*] (2.21) 
we can make P and Q commute with S and 9, resp. S* and Y*. This gives an 
explicit proof of Lemma 1 stated by Stokes [3]. Then clearly (2.11) and (2.12) are 
satisfied. 
Inversely, we have seen that (H2) and (H3) imply (H5) for 9 and Y* given 
by (2.10). There may, however, be other possibilities for constructing projections 
Y and Y* satisfying (H5) from (H2) and (H3): 
(i) We can construct (2.10) f or every subgroup 9‘ (resp. B*‘) of 9 (resp. 
g*). Then (H5) will certainly be satisfied. 
(ii) We can consider a certain subspace X’ of X, and look for the subgroup 
9’ of 3 leaving x’ invariant. A formula corresponding to (2.10) gives then a 
projection on this subspace (or on a subspace containing X’), which satisfies (H5). 
As the further theory will show, it suffices even to consider subspaces of ker I,. 
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(iii) There are other linear combinations of the Si (S,*) than (2.10), 
giving rise also to projections on X (2). These will project X (2) on subspaces, 
transforming for the Si (S,*) following the irreducible representations of 8, 
other than the invariant one. In this case (2.20) must be checked separately 
as it is not a consequence of (H3). 
In what follows we will assume (Hl) and (H5); we suppose P and Q chosen 
in a symmetric way, such that (2.11) holds. 
3. SOLUTIONS IN THE INVARIANT SUBSPACE 
We now study the consequences of (H5) on the alternative problem for (2.1). 
One way is to look for solutions of the reduced equation: 
L,x = Nyx (3.1) 
where Lp and NY are the restrictions of L and N to dom L n Im 9, resp. Im 9. 
Equation (3.1) can be seen as an equation between Im 9 and Im Y*, because 
of (H5). This is the point of view taken by Stokes [3]. 
Here we will first consider Eqs. (2.5), equivalent with (2.1). One way to 
attack (2.5), which is commonly used, is trying to solve (2.5a) for given 
y = Px E kerL. Generally this is done by using the contraction principle, in a 
form we will describe now. 
We consider the equation: 
x =y +KP(I--Q)Nx, yEkerL. 
We introduce an operator, depending on y, and given by: 
(3.2) 
f(y): XI-, = Im(1 - P) + XI-, , 
xr-p - 9-(y) XJ-P = Kp(I - Q) N(Y + XI--P). 
(3.3) 
Then (3.2) can be written as: 
x =y +‘%-P, 
XI-P = F(Y) X6-P . 
(3.4) 
Under suitable conditions for N (see, e.g., Bancroft et al. [4], Hale [q), one can 
prove a theorem on F(y), the statement of which we will introduce here as an 
additional hypothesis: 
(H6) There exists a subset 52 of ker L, and a closed subset XiTp of X,-, , 
such that, for y E Q, F(y) is a contraction mapping of Xi-, into itself, with a 
contraction constant independent of y E Q. 
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It then follows that (3.2) has, for y  E 52, a unique solution X(Y), which depends 
continuously on y, and is such that (I- P) Z( y) E Xi-, . We thus define an 
application: 
x:i2-+x, Y ++ X(Y) = Y + %-P(Y) (3.5) 
where sIep(y) E Xi-, and is such that 
XI-P(Y) = F(Y) %-P(Y)* (3.6) 
If  we define: 
F:~--+ImQCZ, Y -F(Y) = QWY) (3.7) 
Eq. (2Sb) becomes: 
F(y) = 0. (3.8) 
This is the so-called determining equation for (2.1). I f  y* is a solution of (3.8), 
a(~*) will be a solution of (2.1). Inversely, if x* E domL is a solution of (2.1), 
ifPx*=y*ESZ,and(I--)x*EX;_,,thenx*=~(y*)andy*isasolution 
of (3.8). Now we look for the effect of (H5) on f  and F. We set: 
al =(yEQ:PyEQ}. (3.9) 
THEOREM. If (H5) is satisfied, we have on Sz’: 
929 = LTP, (3.10) 
and 
P*FP = FP. (3.11) 
Proof. We consider .7(y) for y  E .G’ n Im 9. Then we have, for 
xImp E Xi-, n Im 9: 
T’(y) XI-P = KPV - Q) NY + XI-P) 
= KP(~ - Q) NY(y + XI-P) 
= Kp(I - Q) Y*NY(y + x1-p) 
= P&Q - Q) WY + XI-P) 
= 99-(y) xI-p E Xi-, n Im 9. 
As Xi-, n Im 9 is closed, we can apply the contraction principle to this subset 
of x;-, . It follows that, for y  E JJ n Im 9, F(y) has a unique fixed point 
%-P(Y) E -G-P n Im 9, which naturally coincides with the unique fixed point 
of F(y) in Xi-, . Equation (3.10) follows then immediately, while another 
application of (2.20) gives (3.11). This theorem can also be expressed as follows: 
YE-Q, y  = Py =+ X(y) = 93(y); 
F(y) = P*F(y). 
(3.12) 
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There is an immediate and important consequence for the determining equa- 
tions (3.8). When y is taken in the intersection of s2 with the invariant subspace 
Im Y, then the unique solution K(Y) of (3.2) will also belong to that invariant 
subspace, while the determining equation (3.8) becomes an equation in Im Y* n 
Im Q. This can be a considerable reduction, as for general y EL?, (3.8) is an 
equation in ImQ. 
We can conclude that, roughly speaking, for a solution x* of (2.1), it suffices 
to have Px* E Im 9, in order to have x* E Im 9, while in that case all operators 
in the alternative equation and the determining equation reduce automatically 
to their symmetric part. So there is no need for introducing explicit projections 
on the invariant subspaces, as done by Stokes [3]. There is, however, an impor- 
tant condition for the application of the foregoing theory: the projections P and 
Q from (HI) must be chosen in a symmetric way, as described above. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
We illustrate the foregoing with a very simple example. We consider the 
T-periodic equation 
2 = A(t) x +f(h x), XER”, (4.1) 
where A(t) and f(t, x) are continuous and T-periodic in t, while f(t, x) is also 
odd in x: 
f(4 -x) = -f(t, 4. (4.2) 
Now we look for 2T-periodic solutions of (4.1). So we take X = 2 = C,, , 
the space of all continuous, 2T-periodic functions from R in R*. In this space we 
define: 
L(2). cl 
* zT-+&Tr (4.3) 
and 
N@‘: CzT --f c,T , x(t) C-Z.04 w- (4.4) 
(The subscript (2) indicates that we work in C,, ,) 
Now it is clear that (H2) and (H3) are satisfied for the group 9 := 9* = {I, S}, 
with: 
s: c,T - c2T > x(t) H x(t + T). (45) 
When taking for Pcz) and Q c2) orthogonal projections on kerL(*) and ker Lt2)*, 
respectively, they will commute with S (see [l]). Now we can consider two 
projections in X = C,,: 
% = grr + q and 9* = &[I - s-j. (4-h) 
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9’; projects C’s, on C, , while 9s projects Csr on functions which reverse sign 
under a translation of the argument over T. When considering solutions of 
L’2’x = N’2’x (4.7) 
belonging to Im Yi , we can apply the theory of [l]; we recover the alternative 
equations and the determining equations for the T-periodic solutions of (4.1). 
Because of (4.2) we have: 
x(t + T) = -x(t), x E C,, =c- (Nx) (t + T) = -(I%) (t). (43) 
So, (H5) is satisfied for Ys , and we may apply the theorem. Now kerLt2) n 
Im Y2 consists of the solutions of k = A(t) x with characteristic factor (-1) 
(for a translation over T). KerL t2) is the sum of two orthogonal subspaces, 
namely, ker Lc2) n Im Yi = ker L(l), and ker Lc2) n Im Sp, . If dim ker Lc2) = 
nc2), and dim ker L(l) = n(l), the determining equations for (4.7) will reduce, for 
yEkerL(2)nImF2, to (n (2) - n(l)) equations in (nc2) - n(l)) unknowns. 
The possible solutions of (4.1) f ound in this way, will satisfy x(t + T) = -x(t). 
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